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BEGINNER UNIT 11 (B3)

Exclamations with 'what a' Definite and indefinite articles. The difference between 'a' and 'an'. 9. Make the following sentences singular. Example: What tall men! 
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BEGINNER UNIT 11 (B3)



Activity group(s): 1 Number of exercises: 179



Beginner Unit 11 (15 activity (ies) 01:37:10) Phonetics Exercise [3 phoneme(s)]



U



full book look good poor



j



you yes use yellow young







cats rat am sad bad as fastest ant



Word Pronunciation [17 word(s)] bad cold easy empty fast full good happy hard hot new nice right sad slow warm wrong
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Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Are you happy? Yes, I am! Of course I am! No, I'm sad...



2



5 4 4



I'll fill it then.



5 8 5



Do you work fast? When I want to... No, I'm a slow person. I'm the fastest!



6



You think I'm stupid? Well, I'm not! Get strong, then! I see that!



Is your coffee cup full? No, it's empty. Yes! It's full! It's half full.



5



Great! I see.



3 3 3



Are you very strong? What a question! Well no. I'm weak! No, but I'm nice!



4



2 3 2



Is the weather good? No, it's bad. Yes, it is! It's not good and it's not bad...



3



Good! Oh dear...



6 7 6



No! I am!



You're not old, are you? 7 7 7



Yes, I am old. I'm very young. I'm as old as you are.
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7



Is this hard? 10 9 10



Yes, it's hard for me. No, it's easy. Sometimes it's hard.



8



Be careful! It's hot! Yes, it's boiling hot! No! It's cold! It's not very hot.



9



10 10 10



Oh?



Is this true? Yes, of course it's true! No, false. Wrong!



10



10 10 10



Are you rich? I'm rich and I'm smart, too. I'm poor! I'm not going to tell you!



Just like me! You'll get rich! Bye! All right! Bye then!



Sentence Pronunciation [28 sentence(s)] Of course I am! No, I'm sad... No, it's bad. It's not good and it's not bad... What a question! Well no. I'm weak! No, but I'm nice! No, it's empty. Yes! It's full! It's half full. When I want to... No, I'm a slow person. I'm the fastest! Yes, I am old. I'm very young. I'm as old as you are. Yes, it's hard for me. No, it's easy. Sometimes it's hard. Yes, it's boiling hot! No! It's cold!
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It's not very hot. Yes, of course it's true! No, false. Wrong! I'm rich and I'm smart, too. I'm poor! I'm not going to tell you!



Key grammar explanations [1 grammar point(s)] 1



Tags - Short answers
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Sentence Practice [9 exercises] 1



Modify to express comparative equality. Example: George and Al are rich.



George is as rich as Al.



Marie-Jo and Marion are fast.



Marie-Jo is as fast as Marion. Marion is as fast as Marie-Jo. Marie-Jo's as fast as Marion. Marion's as fast as Marie-Jo. Marie-Jo is as fast as Marion is. Marion is as fast as Marie-Jo is. Marie-Jo's as fast as Marion is. Marion's as fast as Marie-Jo is.



Mark and Sammy are strong.



Mark is as strong as Sammy. Sammy is as strong as Mark. Mark's as strong as Sammy. Sammy's as strong as Mark. Mark is as strong as Sammy is. Sammy is as strong as Mark is. Mark's as strong as Sammy is. Sammy's as strong as Mark is.



Orel and Tony are smart.



Orel is as smart as Tony. Tony is as smart as Orel. Orel's as smart as Tony. Tony's as smart as Orel. Orel is as smart as Tony is. Tony is as smart as Orel is. Orel's as smart as Tony is. Tony's as smart as Orel is.



The verb 'to be'



Comparing equals
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2



Modify to express comparative equality. Example: George and Al are rich.



George is as rich as Al.



Alison and Alexander are young.



Alison is as young as Alexander. Alexander is as young as Alison. Alison's as young as Alexander. Alexander's as young as Alison. Alison is as young as Alexander is. Alexander is as young as Alison is. Alison's as young as Alexander is. Alexander's as young as Alison is.



You and I are old.



You are as old as me. You are as old as I. I am as old as you. You're as old as me. You're as old as I. I'm as old as you. You are as old as I am. I am as old as you are. You're as old as I am. I'm as old as you are.



The coffee and the tea are hot.



The coffee is as hot as the tea. The tea is as hot as the coffee. The coffee's as hot as the tea. The tea's as hot as the coffee. The coffee is as hot as the tea is. The tea is as hot as the coffee is. The coffee's as hot as the tea is. The tea's as hot as the coffee is.



The verb 'to be'



Comparing equals
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3



Modify to express comparative equality. Example: George and Al are rich. He and I run fast.



He runs as fast as me. He runs as fast as I. I run as fast as him. I run as fast as he. He runs as fast as I run. He runs as fast as I do. I run as fast as he runs. I run as fast as he does.



The truck and the car go slowly.



The truck goes as slowly as the car. The car goes as slowly as the truck. The truck goes as slowly as the car goes. The truck goes as slowly as the car does. The car goes as slowly as the truck goes. The car goes as slowly as the truck does.



The monkey and the giraffe think hard.



The monkey thinks as hard as the giraffe. The giraffe thinks as hard as the monkey. The monkey thinks as hard as the giraffe thinks. The monkey thinks as hard as the giraffe does. The giraffe thinks as hard as the monkey thinks. The giraffe thinks as hard as the monkey does.



Comparing equals



4



George is as rich as Al.



Object pronouns



Make the following sentences plural. Example: What a tall man!



What tall men!



What a fast truck!



What fast trucks!



What an old car!



What old cars!



What a small horse!



What small horses!



Exclamations with 'what a'
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5



Make the following sentences plural. Example: What a tall man! What a big garage!



What big garages!



What a short street!



What short streets!



What a sweet monkey!



What sweet monkeys!



Exclamations with 'what a'



6



What tall men!



The plural



Make the following sentences plural. Example: What a tall man! What a big wasp!



What big wasps!



What a yellow bee!



What yellow bees!



What a pretty cat!



What pretty cats!



Exclamations with 'what a'



7



What tall men!



The plural



Make the following sentences singular. Example: What tall men!



What a tall man!



What nice monkeys!



What a nice monkey!



What good dogs!



What a good dog!



What sweet cats!



What a sweet cat!



Exclamations with 'what a'
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The difference between 'a' and 'an'
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8



Make the following sentences singular. Example: What tall men! What happy pigs!



What a happy pig!



What long snakes!



What a long snake!



What pretty animals!



What a pretty animal!



Exclamations with 'what a'



9



What a tall man!



Definite and indefinite articles



The difference between 'a' and 'an'



Make the following sentences singular. Example: What tall men!



What a tall man!



What fast cars!



What a fast car!



What old houses!



What an old house!



What good questions!



What a good question!



Exclamations with 'what a'



Definite and indefinite articles



The difference between 'a' and 'an'



Likes & Dislikes [27 sentence(s)] My favorite animal is the giraffe. I have three: horses, dolphins and hedgehogs. I like snakes and pigs. In the morning, I like to wake up late. I like to go shopping in the morning. On vacation, I like to sleep in. In the afternoon, I like to read. After lunch, I like to visit the town. Yes, I like to design new things. I enjoy creating new things. I love spring and summer. Yes, I love dance music! I love Florida! I love to cook. I love to swim in the afternoon. An apple pie, my favorite! The best day is Sunday! African music is great! That's a nice car! It's a beautiful city. I prefer winter and snow. I prefer Spanish music. No, I prefer that Italian one.
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I prefer working alone. I don't like cats! I hate spiders! Oh yes! I hate doing that!



Word Pronunciation [11 word(s)] American to be French good afternoon Japanese mister no O.K. Spanish to work yes



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



[You are in New York on business.] Hello. Good afternoon. How do you do?



2



2 2



How do you do?



Are you Mr. Green? Yes, I'm Mr. Green. No, I'm Mr. Smith. I'm James Black.



3



What do you do? Are you an export manager? No, I'm a salesman. Yes, I'm an export manager. I'm the Marketing Manager.



4



3 3 3



That's interesting. That's interesting. That's interesting.



4 4 4



Do you work in the United States? 5 5 5



No, I work in Italy. Yes, I work in Miami. I work in Spain.
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5



Where are you from? Are you American? No, I'm French. I'm Japanese. In fact, I'm Spanish.



6



Oh, you're from France. Oh, you're from Japan. Oh, you're from Spain.



6 6 6



O.K., let's go. O.K., let's go. Fine, let's go. Yes, let's go.



Sentence Pronunciation [14 sentence(s)] Good afternoon. I'm James Black. How do you do? I'm the Marketing Manager. Yes, I'm an export manager. No, I'm a salesman. I work in Spain. Yes, I work in Miami. No, I work in Italy. I'm Japanese. In fact, I'm Spanish. No, I'm French. O.K., let's go. Fine, let's go.



Word Pronunciation [26 word(s)] favorite sport to watch to play baseball to ride horse water-skiing basketball football golf tennis volleyball to swim gym theater park playground beach countryside to sing
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to read to dance to write to learn to travel



Sentence Pronunciation [30 sentence(s)] I usually work late. I always get up at seven. I always arrive at 8 o'clock. Well, I'm usually here by 8. No, I lived in Germany for five years. Yes, but not always in the same town. I always cook chicken. I'll have the chops. Usually, we eat waffles and donuts. I don't know him. Yes, I think we met this morning. He's always late! I'm chewing my pen. I'm talking to you! No, I'm standing. I'm kneeling. I'm leaving on Tuesday. I'm looking for a career in marketing. Yes, I'm learning a lot. I'm eating some ham, would you like some? No, I'm having an omelet. Hello? I'm calling about your villas. I am going to stay two nights. I'm promoting a new scanner. I don't speak English very well... I work in the Export Department. I represent Quickyear in China. I worked in the marketing department of a bank. Oh no! I can't do that! O.K., I can wait. Great, I'll be back at the hotel by quarter to seven.



Key grammar explanations [1 grammar point(s)] 1



Questions without interrogative words
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Sentence Practice [3 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to work) in Italy.



I work in Italy.



You (to work) in Spain.



You work in Spain.



We (to work) in Italy.



We work in Italy.



They (to work) in the United States.



They work in the United States.



The simple present
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2



Conjugate as in the example. Example: He (to work) in Italy. She (to work) in Japan.



She works in Japan.



He (to work) in France.



He works in France.



It (to work).



It works.



The simple present



3



He works in Italy.



Names of countries: capital letters



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I am a salesman.



I'm a salesman.



You are an export manager.



You're an export manager.



She is the Marketing Manager.



She's the Marketing Manager.



He is a receptionist.



He's a receptionist.



Contraction of 'to be'



Mystery Phrase [7 exercises] 1



Intelligent. smart



2



An interrogative statement. question



3



Opposite of happy. sad



4



Having a lot of money. rich



5



Containing nothing. empty



6



Lacking intelligence. stupid
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7



Container often used to drink coffee or tea. cup
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BEGINNER UNIT 10 (B3) 

No thanks, I don't drink coffee. 5 ..... Don't mention it. Sentence .... built 'longhouses', developed agriculture and hunted game such as deer and rabbit.










 








beginner unit 12 (b3) 

I'm sorry, but I need to cancel my meeting with your CEO today. ... Do you want the CEO to confirm the meeting by telephone? ..... to invite sb over ... My pleasure.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 2 (B3) 

there is a book there are books there is a movie there are movies there is a shirt .... a lemon a cucumber. Â© Copyright 2003-2004 Auralog S.A. All rights reserved.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 13 (B3) 

Dad takes the children to school before going to work by public transportation. Let's hope ... The months and seasons go by, but sometimes you have the feeling that time has stopped. Especially ... There is a strike today. Because it crashed. 4.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 6 (B3) 

You decide to call and find out more about them. Hello? I'm calling about your villas. 2. Do you still have villas available for this summer? 3. Could you give me ...










 








BEGINNER UNIT 1 (B3) 

Goodbye, Melissa! Bye, Melissa! Sentence Pronunciation Spelling & 1-10 [19 sentence(s)]. A, B, C, D, E, F, G... My name is Beck. B-E-C-K. John Lopez. J-O-H-N.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 8 (B3) 

How many people live in Santa Fe? About 60,000 ... Key grammar explanations [6 grammar point(s)]. 1. Definite ... Grammar Practice [6 exercises]. 1. Make the ...










 








BEGINNER UNIT 7 (B3) 

Can I take your name, sir? Sentence Pronunciation [24 sentence(s)]. I would like to reserve some business-class tickets to Boston. Can I reserve some ...










 








EXPERT UNIT 11 (B3) 

Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1 to fax .... The factory in China is the least successful. Regular superlatives. 2. Reformulate as in ...










 








intermediate unit 11 (b3) 

We spent a lot of money installing these systems and you assured me Cellular Phones took care of its customers. ... Any number of things could be responsible for the problem. 7 ... Flowers is an important client likely to bring in other big fish. Oka










 








ADVANCED UNIT 11 (B3) 

Were you at the trade fair last year? Yes, there were lots of companies there. 9. There was an excellent seminar last year. 9. No, there wasn't time last year. 9. 9.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 11 (B3) 

Answer the question as in the example. ... Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises]. 1 ..... One part of a payment made at intervals.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 2 (B1) 

Thank you, see you soon! .... He watches Spanish TV shows. ... to watch music to dance pants to wear book to read. 2. Match the words from the dialogue with the ...... Word Order with speech recognition [6 exercises]. 1 if you say the glass is.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 5 (B2) 

I'm answering your stupid questions! 13 ... Word Pronunciation - body parts [21 word(s)] leg .... Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 3 (B2) 

Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. ... beach in the afternoon, and then go dancing at night. The best ...... leave your dog in a kennel. 8.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 7 (B2) 

In the living room. 3 ..... 16 A rise in body temperature above the normal level. fever ..... It's well known that only dogs would play and fight for a piece of wood.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 1 (B1) 

What is your name? .... Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. ..... from the dialogue with the related words on the right. son daughter man woman father .... Make the following sentences plural. ...... Which of the follo










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 9 (B3) 

Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises]. 1. Excuse me, I'm ... What sort of discount could you give us for an order of that size? How about 10 ..... Adjectives ending in -ing.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 9 (B3) 

Thank you for your time. I'm very excited about .... I'm always happy to give my opinion. .... You have been planning a trip across the USA for a long time. The big ...










 








expert unit 2 (b3) 

town and you phone the Hilton Hotel to book your room. ... latest details concerning your seminar. "How are you getting on with the planning? ..... Mr.Thomson, your sales manager, assured me that he'd tell you about my trip to New York so that.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 14 (B3) 

What do you do when you go out in the evening? I go to a nightclub. 14. I eat out in a ... caretaker dog trainer software company journalists telephone operators.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 4 (B3) 

rap music folk music. 7 rock 'n' roll acid jazz opera heavy metal classical music. 8 a space capsule an airplane a submarine an astronaut an airport a catamaran.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 3 (B3) 

You call to find out if the weather is going to ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... At this time of year you only get warmth and sun in countries like South Africa! ..... Most generally, 'After the rain comes good weather' mea










 








ADVANCED UNIT 6 (B3) 

crew destination to fly (v.) information desk on strike pilot plane to travel (v.) ... A frantic passenger walks up: "I got caught in traffic and just missed my flight.".
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